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Grab a mate, whip up a hobbit, slay some dragons, and arm yourself with an Ush'rak to fight back the evil that threatens Middle-earth! Nothing will stand in your way, but watch out for Mordor and his fearsome armies as you try to keep the peace. Your friends are counting on you! Features: - Choose from four Heroes to equip with magical
artifacts, including a friendly troll, a quirky dwarf, a brave elf, and a gruff Orc. - Defend your realm from the various evils that roam Middle-earth. - Build, upgrade, and expand your realm with four distinct areas. - Discover many wondrous artifacts. - Watch a movie with your new friend, Mordor. - Do you have what it takes to keep the peace in
Middle-earth?Secret Needs Secret Needs is the first album by the American rock band Steve Forbert & The Band. The original pressings of this album were released in Japan on the Genie label, in Australia on the ATB Records label, and in Europe on the Sentric Music label. It was reissued in 2000 in the United States and Europe by Drag City, who
also reissued Forbert's second and third solo albums. The original pressing of Secret Needs included a free, handwritten letter from Forbert, in which he expressed a wish that a friend who had died should be the one to enjoy the album. This friend, who was not named, was the basis for a recording of "Secret Needs" included on the album's final
track, "Here". The reissue version of Secret Needs includes the letter, but does not include the recording of "Secret Needs" The final track, "Here," is a spoken word poem that begins with the line "I love everything, but especially you". According to reviewer Chuck Eddy of the Denver Post, "The song is a bit woozier than the rough edges of the
band's debut, but it's still as poignant as anything Forbert's got to offer." Reception Allmusic's Greg Prato wrote that the original pressings of Secret Needs were "remarkably consistent," and that the album "stays solid, going for the jugular and delivering punches left and right." The RIAA awarded the album two Silver and one Gold record award.
Track listing "Secret Needs" 3:34

That Role Playing Features Key:
Features high speed and accuracy moves. An impressive high speed and/or accuracy game controller, allowing players to use a joystick to manipulate their character in real-time like a three-dimensional version of third-person shooters, without the limitation of being able to see the enemies ahead of them.
Controllers with force feedback. Game controllers built with force feedback technology allow players to feel the recoil of all their shots and the force of certain enemy attacks. This creates a much more immersive experience than a force-feedback-free controller, and is even more realistic than the existing first-person shooters available on the
Xbox 360 or PlayStation 3, where you can't truly feel the weight of your shots hitting the guns of your opponents.
Up to three CPU gun emplacements. Players can place their weapons of choice on the ground to fire at enemies in up to three directions, or freely move their desired shooting spot above them. The CPU controls a menu of personal weapon options with three guns: the red dot sight (a special filter for aiming which occupies the center screen),
the grenade launcher (the player's stock weapon) and the machine gun.
Short but intense. No previous experience with third-person shooters is necessary for Roche Fusion; all game concepts are easily grasped by all players.
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